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Securing and protecting data is at the center of the modern enterprise security
plan. There are many considerations for enterprises that aim to move critical
workloads and data stores to the cloud, and understanding how business-critical data will be accessed and stored is a paramount concern. In addition, GDPR
and CCPA regulators are starting to issue violations, and as the various courts
issue verdicts, the scope of how data privacy is regulated (and the impacts that
will have on organizations big and small) will add complexity to a crowded regulatory framework.
Organizations are turning to security vendors to understand these regulations
and gain control of their data estates using tools and services from the security
ecosystem. The enterprise is also looking to experienced vendors with a proven
track record with zero trust implementations that are able to address and assist
with all aspects of a zero trust project, instead of one-off specific features.

This report addresses the importance of data security and data privacy programs, from how enterprises are evaluating and using tools for data security
and the cloud, to the importance of zero trust vendors and the solutions they
provide. As enterprises look to vendors to provide expertise and guidance for
addressing data security and privacy regulations, they are also looking to use
data privacy as a differentiator in their respective verticals.
In this exclusive research study conducted for IBM, Enterprise Management
Associates polled 204 individuals from organizations of 500 employees or more
from over ten different industry verticals. Nearly all (95.1%) indicated data
security as a critical or very important factor in their organizations, and 74%
have integrated data security and privacy as part of their organization’s overall
security strategy.
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Security Trends
64%

of organizations report that two or more of
their tools are at least somewhat redundant

82%

of organizations are currently evaluating
data privacy solutions

75%

of organizations currently use three or
more tools to secure hybrid multi-cloud
environments

74%

of organizations view data privacy as a
major differentiator in the marketplace

36%

of organizations say security teams
sometimes, rarely, or never work with other
technical teams for problem resolution

94%

of organizations state that data privacy is
the primary driver behind their zero trust
program

73%

of organizations are investigating
or planning a zero trust project

96%

of organizations prefer to work with a zero
trust vendor that offers a comprehensive
portfolio of security solutions

94%

of organizations feel it is moderately
or very important that they work
with established zero trust leaders

Key Findings
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In this survey, we asked several open-ended questions, including how the survey respondent would describe their data security and privacy vision. Here are a few of
the responses (edited for grammar, etc).

For our data security, we silo everything:
only very specific people with the
correct permissions and business uses
are allowed to touch it. Having artificial
intelligence continually verify the data
integrity is also a critical component.

Data privacy is the most important thing
in my organization. It is very challenging
for us. Data protection is the first priority
of my organization.

We are working to address compliance
with privacy mandates, building trust
with our stakeholders, and growing our
business with a holistic, adaptive
approach to data privacy based on zero
trust principles and proven data privacy
protection.

Data security has become a lot
complicated since business embraced
cloud infrastructure and increasing the
volumes at which data is collected and
shared across hybrid multi cloud
environment. Data privacy is an
important part of our business strategy
that can boost our brand.

Data privacy and discreteness is the
cornerstone of our industry. We need to
provide our clients with the most
responsive data management tools,
while keeping their data safe from attack.
We are constantly investigating ways to
expand our data protection offerings to
provide the data privacy we promise as
we integrate the latest technologies and
cloud offerings.

Data privacy is critical to our company
as we need to maintain compliance with
all the regulations, so it is of the utmost
importance to have our data extremely
secured and private. Up until recently,
this need for privacy was restricting
cloud usage in any form, but recently
regulations were relaxed in that regard;
for the most part non-cloud solutions is
still the norm, however.

Key Findings
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Analysis:
Data security is a factor that impacts nearly every
division of an organization. The two challenges
outlined in this survey showed that a unified
security strategy (that encompasses data security), along with the complex nature of data and
where it is deployed, ranked as the greatest challenges, followed by encryption of data, compliance
requirements, and data deployed into cloud
environments.

Commentary:
Integrating data security as the primary (or a
major) priority in an organization’s overall security
strategy is critical. So many organizations have
regional or divisional plans for security operations, making protecting the organization’s critical
data even more difficult. When combined with
differing classification standards and struggles
for data ownership and custody, it becomes obvious why a unified security strategy ranked as the
greatest data security challenge.

What is your organization's greatest data security problem/challenge?
Unified security strategy across entire organization

22.1%
16.2%

Data complexity/complexity of data deployments
Data encryption

10.8%
10.3%

Regulatory compliance
Deployments in hybrid and multi-cloud

8.3%

Ease of use

8.3%

Cost

6.4%
5.9%

Integration with existing tools
Data classification
Too many environments
Simplified management/administration

4.9%
3.4%
2.0%

Headcount/Staffing

0.5%

Management orchestration

0.5%

Political: Management sponsorship/priority

0.5%

Security Trends
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Analysis:
Many organizations have their security team
operate as a separate entity from the rest of the
technical and operations organizations, and
appear to prefer that segregation. Forty-four percent indicated that they would prefer to keep the
security organization siloed from other parts of
the organization. Fifty-six percent responded that
the security team works with the other technical
teams for problem resolution, while 18% indicated
that they rarely or never work with those teams
when problems arise.

Commentary:
Plenty of organizations prefer the independence
that a segregated security team provides for problem resolution, but over half have tried to break
down the barriers that prevent their technical and operations teams from working together.
When a security incident occurs, it is critical that
the security team has the ability to resolve that
issue as quickly as possible. More often than not,
it requires working with the various divisions of
the organization to understand the exposure and
remediate the situation without causing additional
harm or productivity loss.

Has your organization considered breaking down silos
between security and technical teams?
Yes

No

55.9%
44.1%

Does your security team operate with other
technical silos within
n your organization?
The security team never works with other
technical teams for problem resolution
The security team rarely works with other
technical teams for problem resolution

6.4%
12.3%

The security team sometimes works with other
technical teams for problem resolution

17.6%

The security team often works with other
technical teams for problem resolution

26.0%

The security team always works with other
technical teams for problem resolution
The security team and other technical teams
are the same in the organization

29.9%
7.8%

Security Trends
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Analysis:
One of the constant concerns organizations
have is the continual increases in what is often
called “tool sprawl,” which is the addition of
management and administrative tools for every
application, workload, and scenario. In this survey,
organizations are using a little more than five different tools to manage security solutions and cloud
environments, and over three-quarters of those
surveyed (77%) indicated the importance of a tool
to work in multiple environments.

How many tools is your
our organization using…
5.69

...to manage its cloud environments?
...to manage its information security
infrastructure and controls?

5.14

...to manage both on-premises and
cloud environments?

5.39

…that duplicate functionality (meaning multiple
tools potentially doing the same thing)?

4.48

Commentary:
Many security and cloud vendors believe that their
tools are differentiated and critical for a business
to function. There is no question that organizations need to have tools to manage their systems
and their security, but having niche tools that
either provide a single function (no matter how
well it works) or that do not integrate with existing
infrastructure tools is not desirable. Organizations
have come to realize that having more tools
equates to additional expenses and misallocations of limited resources. Vendors that provide
complete solutions and dashboards (with open
integrations) will continue to have a significant
advantage.

How important is it to your organization that a data security tool
can work across
ss on-premises and cloud environments?
Very Important

77.0%
21.6%

Moderately Important

Slightly Important

1.5%

Security Trends
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Analysis:
Nearly every organization is subject to compliance-related controls and requirements, but
some have used this mandatory requirement as
a method to differentiate themselves from competitors in the same vertical or space. Over 70% of
those surveyed have created marketing campaigns
and programs that highlight their adherence
to compliance and regulatory standards as an
advantage.

Has your organization used or is it looking to use regulatory
compliance
pliance programs as a competitive differenti
differentiator?

70.6%

Yes

No

23.5%

Commentary:
Compliance regulations will continue to increase,
and data privacy/security is the latest to receive
significant attention. Those organizations with a
comprehensive data privacy program—one that
can demonstrate compliance with GDPR and
CCPA regulations—are using that to get a leg up
on their direct competition, who may not have
the maturity to enact such a program. Eventually,
data privacy will be a “table stakes” requirement,
much like many other regulatory frameworks have
become. While the standards and requirements
are new and evolving, those on the cutting edge
of demonstrating compliance have an advantage
over their peers.

If your organization were to implement a significant data privacy program,
e that it could be a competitive differentiato
do you believe
differentiator in your space?

Yes

No

73.5%

17.2%

Security Trends
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Analysis:
More than likely, most organizations have heard
about the security strategy called zero trust and
have looked at their organizations to determine if
they would benefit from a zero trust project. In this
survey, 72% have started the process of a zero trust
project, and nearly all of them (94%) identify that
data privacy/security is a primary motivation to
implement zero trust in their organization.

Is your organization investigating/planning
a zero trust project?

Yes

72.5%

No

19.6%

Commentary:
Zero trust is not a product or a single solution.
It’s an approach. Successfully completing a zero
trust project takes time and thoughtful investment of company resources and priorities.
Organizations are right to examine zero trust.
Data privacy should be a primary— if not THE primary—motivation of a zero trust infrastructure,
since protecting the organization’s critical data is
paramount.

Is data privacy a primary driver for
your zero trust project?

93.9%

Yes

No

4.1%

Zero Trust
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Analysis:
Organizations are hoping to start a zero trust project, and they do not just want to go with the first
vendor that comes along. Organizations looking to
start a zero trust project are seeking leaders in the
zero trust space to guide them on their zero trust
journey. Ninety-four percent ranked zero trust
experience and leadership as very or moderately
important.

When considering a zero trust project, how important is it to your
organization to work with established leaders and vendors in the zero trust sspace?

Very Important

58.8%

35.3%

Moderately Important

Commentary:
The industry is filled with vendors claiming to be
able to provide the best-in-class zero trust solution. However, that can hardly be the case—the
technology is too new, there are many components
to a zero trust infrastructure, and the number of
best-in-class leaders must be finite. Not all vendors
are created equal, and organizations would do well
to understand the solutions from the vendors that
they want to work with and their experience (and
success) in implementing zero trust.

Slightly Important

Not Important

5.4%

0.5%

Zero Trust
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Analysis:
Zero trust is not a product or a single solution. It’s
an approach. To be successful with this approach
requires a vendor that understands all of the various parts that make a zero trust infrastructure
work. One way of accomplishing this is by finding a vendor that offers all of the components
that make up a zero trust solution. Organizations
believe that it is very important to moderately
important over 95% of the time that their zero
trust vendor has a comprehensive suite of zero
trust-related security solutions.

Commentary:
Keeping in mind that zero trust is compromised
of many different parts, it is important to consider a vendor that has a “full stack” solution.
They are likely to succeed and offer advice for the
entire project compared to individual point solutions. Organizations realize that their likelihood
of success is exponentially greater if they use the
solutions and advice from a single vendor instead
of multiple point solutions with integration challenges and management considerations.

When considering a zero trust project, how important is it to your organization to work
with vendors that have a comprehensive security solutions portfolio?

66.2%

Very Important

Moderately Important

Slightly Important

Not Important

29.9%

3.9%

0.0%

Zero Trust
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Analysis:
Data privacy is a major driver for organizations
trying to implement a data security project. Many
organizations (37%) have decided to take a security-centric approach to data privacy, prioritizing
the security considerations first. Compliance (19%)
and data classification (16%) round out the top
three approaches to address data privacy.

Commentary:
As organizations embark on their data privacy
projects, the key stakeholders need to determine
the priority and approach to addressing data
privacy concerns. In this survey, security was
determined to be the primary motivator, but that
answer could have just as easily focused on compliance if the survey respondent pool had been
different. Both are valid approaches, and it is critical to agree on an approach before starting the
project. There is no reason that the project cannot
accomplish both, since the tools and vendors are
designed with these approaches in mind.

When considering the methods used by your organization to address
data privacy, which of the following
llowing best describes the approach?
37.3%

Security-centric, prioritizing security considerations

Compliance-centric, prioritizing addressing
regulatory/vendor controls

19.1%

Data classification-centric, prioritizing data
classification and reconciliation

16.2%

Management-centric, prioritizing solutions
that focus on data management

13.7%

Data loss prevention, prioritizing solutions that
prevent data from being lost or stolen

13.2%

Data elimination, prioritizing deletion and
removal of data that is no longer needed

0.5%

Data Privacy
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Analysis:
Most organizations intend to use their existing
security tools to address data privacy concerns
(82%). However, 72% of them are also willing to
look at a specific tool to address data privacy considerations, provided that tool can address other
security priorities. Ninety-five percent indicated that their data privacy tools need to also be
used to address other security priorities in their
environments.

Commentary:
Very few organizations want point solution tools
because the expense (both from cost and management/resource perspectives) often outweigh
the benefits. While organizations are willing to
evaluate a new tool to address specific data privacy considerations, it is critical that the tool
can be used to augment other security priorities.
While there are some specific tools around privacy
searches and notifications, these one-off tools may
also have other uses (like breach notification and
incident alerting).

Is your organization evaluating tools/using existing
security
ty tools to address data privacy conside
considerations?
81.9%

Yes

No

14.2%

Is your organization considering separate
security tools to address data privacy?
72.1%

Yes

No

21.6%

How important is it to your organization that the tools used to address
data privacy also be used to address other security conside
considerations?
59.3%

Very Important

35.8%

Moderately Important

Slightly Important
Not Important

3.9%
1.0%

Data Privacy
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Analysis:
When investing in a data privacy solution, organizations are searching for numerous capabilities.
First among these priorities was the ability for
the solution to analyze and assess risk (90%).
Monitoring data access (83%) and addressing compliance-related controls (80%) were also
highly rated.

Commentary:
Data privacy solutions/tools must be able to
address a variety of considerations. Some of
these are expected and considered basic criteria
for selecting any potential solution. A data privacy vendor that has a solution that addresses as
many of the 16 capabilities that are listed here will
have an advantage. Every one of the capabilities
listed was considered important by a majority of
those polled, meaning that any data privacy solution will likely need to provide some method of
addressing all of them. A “full stack” solution provider will likely not have an issue addressing all of
these considerations, while a point solution may
be lacking in several of these key features.

What capabilities is your organization interested in investing/evaluating
to address data privacy?
Analyze and assess risk with contextual analytics

90.20%

Monitor data access patterns and respond to threats in real time

82.84%

Support for regulatory compliance efforts

80.39%

Integrated and centrally managed data encryption solutions

79.90%

Breach notification/incident response

78.92%

Simplify data privacy and security compliance

78.92%

Automate discovery of your unknown data assets

77.94%

Classify sensitive data in the discovered data sources

77.94%

Monitor entitlements and data source credentials

77.94%

Management of user access policies

72.55%

Scale to match enterprise needs

70.59%

Manage external privacy requests

70.10%

Third-party relationship management of all data controls

70.10%

Convert raw security data into actionable business insights

68.14%

Removal or erasure of data

62.25%

Tokenization and data masking

62.25%

Data Privacy
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Data privacy and security are hot topics in the security industry right now,
second only to the buzz around zero trust. Luckily, this survey was able to
collect data on all three topics, and the responses were illuminating. Many
organizations just recently started to integrate data security as part of their
overall security strategy, and vendors are catching up with how best to address
the needs of their customers. Among the most important results were that most
organizations are interested in starting a zero trust project, and data security/
privacy will be at the center of that engagement. Still, they don’t want just any
vendor. They are looking for leaders in the zero trust space, and preferably a
leader with a complete zero trust and data security solution.
Organizations are ready to start their zero trust and data privacy journey, and
they are investigating some key differentiators when selecting a vendor to
guide them on their journey.
• Ease of use. Organizations want a complete solution: one that is easy to
integrate into their existing environment, with robust and customizable
reporting capabilities and is relatively easy to use and manage. They do not
want to integrate a half dozen point solutions, nor are they interested in
adding another battery of security tools, each designed to solve a specific
problem (regardless of how well the tool may solve). Compliance and risk
teams need a solution that will organize and classify data, while security
teams are looking toward data encryption and access solutions. As basic as
these criteria seem to be, they are anything but basic, since very few vendors have the ability to meet or exceed these requirements.
• Security leadership. It is not enough for the zero trust or data security
solution to have the basic functionality that they advertise: organizations
want industry leaders to help guide them through their project and help
define their processes. MSPs and services integrators need to understand
that their clients recognize that these sorts of projects are not shortterm. They have multiple steps for implementation and often last years.
Customers are looking for solutions and vendors that have a proven track
record of success when it comes to managing their data estates and will
be able to support them in the long term as the regulatory requirements
change and technology is updated.

• Zero trust is not a buzzword. There are always emerging trends in the
security industry, with plenty of vendors jumping on the bandwagon to
ride the publicity around the current buzzword or phrase. Without question, there is a lot of buzz about zero trust, but unlike other fly by night
trends, zero trust will be a philosophy that will drive security innovation
for the foreseeable future. Organizations are excited to start their zero trust
implementations, but require guidance to make all the pieces work. Also,
organizations can smell a fraud—they know that the organization that sold
them sprockets yesterday and wants to ride the zero trust wave is not likely
the zero trust leader that they need today.
• Compliance drives security spending. The trend of the past several
years continues with zero trust and data security—that regulatory compliance and vendor due diligence requirements drive security spending.
Compliance requirements, such as GDPR and CCPA, are pushing organizations to evaluate their data security, and tools that can address those
requirements will drive spending. Security professionals should work with
the other divisions of their organizations to procure security tools that
address the business requirements while furthering the security strategy.
Breaking down communication barriers and getting a complete picture of
the business priorities will not only help the security team with their goals,
but integrate and align with business priorities.
Data security and zero trust will continue to be the top priorities of the business, and vendors that have a more complete understanding of the challenges
that their clients face will be able to more completely guide their customers in
these security projects.

EMA Perspective
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You indicated that your department is IT-related.
Which of the following BEST describes your specific role?
33.3%

IT Director

27.2%

CIO/CTO
VP IT

10.8%
9.2%

IT Manager/Supervisor (or equivalent)
Information Security Director

5.6%

CISO/CSO
VP Information Security

5.1%
2.1%

Database Administrator

1.5%

IT Project/Program Manager

1.5%

Chief Risk or Compliance Officer

0.5%

Help Desk/IT Support

0.5%

IT Director/Manager (other)

0.5%

IT Generalist (other)

0.5%

IT Service Manager/ITSM Team Leader

0.5%

Risk or Compliance Auditor

0.5%

VP Networks

0.5%

Sample Size = 195

Demographics
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In total, how many employees are currently working in your organization?
500-749

5.4%

750-999

8.3%

1,000-2,499

19.6%

2,500-4,999

29.9%

5,000-7,499

9.8%

7,500-9,999

8.3%

10,000-19,999

7.4%

20,000-49,999
50,000-99,999
100,000-499,999
500,000 or more

4.4%
2.9%
2.5%
1.5%

Sample Size = 204

Demographics
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Which of the following best describes your organization's primary industry?
19.1%

Computer/Technology: Software
Manufacturing

12.7%

Retail/Wholesale/Distribution

12.7%

Computer/Technology: Services

10.8%

Finance/Financial Services/Banking

7.8%
7.4%

Computer/Technology: Hardware

6.9%

Healthcare/Medical/Pharmaceutical

5.4%

Telecommunications
Professional Services

3.9%

Computer/Technology: Other

2.5%

Insurance

2.5%

Education (federal, state & local)

2.0%

Government (federal, state & local)

2.0%

Oil/Gas/Chemicals

2.0%

E-commerce

1.0%

Utilities/Energy

1.0%

Sample Size = 204

Demographics
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